Social Events Team
Position Description

The Social Events Team is facilitated by the Resident Assistant and Resident Director. The team members are floor-based and made up of approximately four appointed positions: a combination of sophomores and first-year students. The team members will focus exclusively on floor social events in an effort to build relationships and establish community identity. Social Events Team members must model a positive Christian lifestyle that aligns with the mission of Residence Life and the greater Calvin College campus.

The Social Events Team members may be asked to assist with the following larger community events, which are organized by the RHET.

- Fall Events: Hall Mixer, Chaos Day, Hall Retreat, Buck Fridays, Service Auction
- Spring Events: U-Knight Games, Siblings Weekend, Hall Banquet, End-of-the-year cookout

The Resident Assistant will facilitate the work of the Social Events Team in consultation with the Resident Director. The required tasks of this position include the following:

• Attend Social Events Team (floor) meetings for brainstorming, collaboration and planning of floor events to build relationships and community identity (Generally, SETs meet every other Monday evening. Some SETs may decide to meet every week as needed or at an alternative mutually agreeable time)
• Collaborate with the RA and Social Events Team in setting floor goals, planning projects, and managing the floor budget for each semester
• Evaluate floor programs/events
• Publicize and encourage participation in floor events
• Plan at least two floor events per month
• Help designate a weekly floor dinner
• Represent the floor at All-Hall events
• Participate in training workshops
• Assist in planning and/or execution of residence hall events and educational programs at the direction of the Residence Hall Executive Team (RHET) and Resident Director
• Support all other floor leaders in his/her efforts as needed
• Model a positive Christian lifestyle

Both Social Events Team members and CLC members are considered a crucial part of the Residence Hall Leadership. The Social Events Team position is a floor-based position: SET members have their own separate SET meetings and SET training and do not participate in “CLC training” or “CLC meetings”. The SET may occasionally be asked to attend “All-Leadership” trainings or meetings, up to 2-3 per semester. The RA will facilitate SET meetings under the supervision and direction of the Resident Director.

For more information, please contact your Resident Director.